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A Note From the Ohio Arts
Council
Dear Teaching Artists,
On behalf of the Arts & Autism in Ohio Initiative partners we are
pleased to provide you with the Ohio Resource Guide for Teaching
Artists.
This Guide contains helpful information about how you can support
individuals and families to experience the arts through your art form.
The Ohio Resource Guide for Teaching Artists was funded in part by
the National Endowment for the Arts, Art Possible Ohio (formally VSA
Ohio), the Ohio Arts Council, and the Columbus Foundation. This Guide
is a starting point from which you can gain basic information about
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), design your programming with
accessibility in mind, and best provide a positive arts experience for
individuals and families.
This Guide also contains information you can use to educate others
about the unique needs and abilities of individuals with autism. This
information will help you be an articulate and proactive advocate on
behalf of others. You might consider sharing the Guide with schools
and organizations you work alongside so that they too can better
understand the impact of instruction on students with autism. You are
an advocate for all children when you put their needs first.
Together we are paving the way for families, artists, and arts
organizations to work together for the greater good of self-expression,
collaboration, and innovation. The Arts & Autism in Ohio Initiative
stands ready to support and encourage the arts as a means of joy,
education, and creativity for all people. We hope the Ohio Resource
Guide for Teaching Artists serves you well.

Donna S. Collins
Executive Director | Ohio Arts Council
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A Note From VSA
(now Art Possible Ohio)
Congratulations on taking the first steps toward supporting accessible
arts education opportunities for individuals on the autism spectrum,
or with other dis/abilities. VSA Ohio works every day to support
inclusive arts experiences for individuals who may need an access
accommodation. We know from research that finding and participating
in the arts can include numerous barriers: information, geography,
transportation, finances, appropriate specialization, and sufficient
preparation on all fronts.
There are also numerous benefits to universally designing lesson
plans and implementing techniques that promote positive learning
experiences for individuals on the autism spectrum: meeting the
needs of all students, enhancing your teaching practice, and promoting
positive learning environments. You are likely to already adjust your
teaching style to each classroom and situation. The needs of
individuals with autism are highly specialized and vary from person to
person.
This Guide is intended to provide you with an overview of autism
traits, considerations and best practices, and resources for where to
explore further.
The Arts & Autism in Ohio Initiative is an outcome of the hard work,
passion and expertise contributed by many. It takes a team to support
an individual with autism. Together, we are building a stronger team
for our state. The arts have long been viewed as the great equalizer.
We hope you find ideas, make connections and experience the positive
outcomes that come along with preparing for diversity in the
classroom!

Erin J. Hoppe
Executive Director 2009-2019
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How Can Ohio Make the Arts and Arts Education
More Accessible for Individuals with Autism
Spectrum Disorders?
In the fall of 2012 the mother of a young child on the autism spectrum
called the Ohio Arts Council, our state agency for the arts, to find
information on accessible arts opportunities. Despite numerous
resources and subsequent research, no one was able to answer her
question. The Ohio Arts Council has long prioritized arts access for
individuals with disabilities. Their staff recognized the specialized needs
of this growing population segment, which can be positively supported
through the arts, as well as the opportunity to fill an information and
resource gap.
The Ohio Arts Council commissioned VSA Ohio (now Art Possible Ohio),
a statewide non-profit arts and disability service organization and longtime partner, to design and implement a research and fact-finding
study. The Arts & Autism in Ohio Initiative was born – the only initiative
of its kind in the nation. Over the next two years, VSA Ohio conducted
focus groups and an online survey, as well as a literature review in
order to better understand: the Benefits of bringing together arts and
autism, the Problems and Challenges around the integration of art and
autism, broad solutions to these problems, and the Role of the Ohio
Arts Council in facilitating more and better opportunities for people on
the spectrum.
Research findings and recommendations were put into strategies and
action steps to be implemented by VSA Ohio, Ohio Arts Council and
the Arts & Autism in Ohio Initiative Advisory Board. Outcomes to date
include raised awareness, new online resource directory of accessible
arts opportunities, and myriad efforts to convene administrators,
educators and families.
The administration and implementation of arts and cultural
opportunities inherently reflect creativity, reinvention, and relevance.
Steven Shore, an adult with autism, has popularized the phrase, if you
have met one individual with autism, you have met one individual with
autism. No field is better suited to adapt and meet the specific needs
of individuals on a spectrum as the arts community. With dedication
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and preparation, positive, creative experiences will continue to be
fostered in Ohio. VSA Ohio and the Ohio Arts Council are confident
these resource guides will serve as building blocks for continued
accessibility efforts in the cultural field by answering questions,
sparking ideas and encouraging the pursuit of valuable, creative
opportunities for individuals with autism.
While written for the autism community and its needs, many of the
tips and tools included represent general best practices for welcoming
individuals with any disability. Our communities grow stronger when
they prioritize access and inclusion. What will you discover when you
explore accessible arts?

Acknowledgements
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possible. Special thanks are due to Kim Turner, Donna Collins, and
Dan Katona. Community members of the Arts and Autism in Ohio
Advisory Group include: Maria Angel, Carol Argiro, Jodie Engle, Morten
Haughland, Amy Hess, Toni Johnson, Vicki McCrone, Cassandra
McDonald, Christopher Purdy, Ryan Scarlata, and Deborah Smith. The
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development and design of these guides. Erin Hoppe at VSA Ohio
provided coordination and advocacy throughout.
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How and Why to Use This Resource Guide
As a Teaching Artist, you hold a special distinction, crossing the arts
and education fields, and bringing creative experiences to students
who likely do not have regular access to the arts or arts education.
The classrooms you work in are a mix of “typical” students and those
with disabilities. Certainly, each one has a different learning style.
Many access accommodations are small and the arts lend themselves
well to flexibility. However, for students with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD), their unique characteristics mean their learning needs are highly
specialized.
This document is designed to help you gain a better understanding
of the specialized traits associated with autism, build your lessons
with access in mind, and help each student succeed. Many teaching
artists have noted that increasing the accessibility of their lessons and
providing accommodations for different disabilities is beneficial to all of
the students and improves their own teaching practices. The primary
focus of this Guide is meeting the needs of individuals with autism.
You will also find resources and strategies that will serve you well when
working with students with any disability. The references section at the
end provides additional sources of information to dig deeper into any
of the subjects here.
You already know the value of the arts and arts education for the
young and old. You know that the arts provide opportunities to
develop language, cognition, fine and gross motor skills, social
and life skills, self-esteem and self-expression, and even the
opportunity to define potential career paths. For those with
disabilities, the arts can be even more beneficial.
For individuals on the autism spectrum, creative experiences and
activities can develop spontaneity, originality, and flexibility. Practicing
life skills in a creative environment can help a young adult rehearse for
a job interview and develop self-confidence and a positive self-image.
The arts allow for both independence and collaboration for individuals
who otherwise may have challenges in these areas. Through dance
or music, the individual may access personal strengths in meaningful
ways, to create a bridge to understanding or increased
communication.
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What Is ASD?
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) refers to a developmental disability
with a neurological basis that affects an individual’s verbal and
nonverbal communication and social interaction.
ASD is a spectrum disorder and the symptoms and characteristics of
ASD can range from mild to severe. Individuals may exhibit any
combination of characteristics in any degree of severity. This means
that two children with the same diagnosis can act very differently from
one another and have varying skills and needs. Individuals with a
diagnosis of ASD can be either nonverbal or verbal.
Every person with ASD has a unique personality and combination of
characteristics. Individuals with mild ASD exhibit only slight delays in
language, but greater challenges with social interactions. For example,
they may have difficulty initiating and/or maintaining a conversation.
Individuals with ASD are often described as talking at others instead of
with others (e.g., they may monologue on a favorite subject despite
attempts by others to interject comments). Individuals with more
severe ASD need strong support systems from a team of loved ones
and experts to navigate life and learning skills.

About 1 in 68 children has been identified with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) according to
estimates from CDC’s Autism and Developmental
Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) Network.
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What About Person-First Language for Autism?
The norm when engaging with persons with disabilities is to use
person-first language. This terminology is respectful and considers the
person before recognizing the trait you are describing. There is much
written on person-first language, including The Inclusion Project and
CDC’s “Communicating With and About People with Disabilities”.
Examples of People First Language:

Person with a disability vs. Handicapped or Disabled
She uses a wheelchair vs. Wheelchair bound
They need or use vs. They have a problem with
In the field of autism, there is great debate about the use of language.
Many individuals on the spectrum and advocacy groups believe that
identity-first language should be used. In the autism community,
many self-advocates and their allies prefer terminology such as
“Autistic,” “Autistic person,” or “Autistic individual” because they
understand autism as an inherent part of an individual’s identity.
On the other hand, many parents of autistic people and professionals
who work with autistic people prefer terminology such as “person with
autism,” “people on the autism spectrum,” or “individual with ASD”.
They do not consider autism to be part of an individual’s identity and
do not want their children to be identified or referred to as “Autistic.”
They want “person-first language,” that puts “person” before any
identifier to emphasize the humanity of their children.
It is important to be aware of this unique issue for those on the autism
spectrum and to educate all staff and volunteers that best practice
may be to ask what is preferred.
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How Might ASD Look in an Instructional Setting?
Autism is a spectrum disorder with a wide range of variability in the
characteristics. This means you will see students with any combination
of some or many of the following traits. Students will also have an array
of reactions and interactions each day – just like you. This may mean a
typical trait is absent the day you are there, or a new one manifests.
Always start your residency by meeting with any educators you will
work with to ask about specific student needs. Most students with ASD
have a team of professionals working with them: classroom teachers,
inclusion specialists, occupational therapists, etc. This team knows the
student best and should provide you with specific information.
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Actions or preferences you might see when working with individuals
with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) include:
Language and Communication Differences
Difficulty in expressing needs (gestures or pointing instead of
words)
Delayed speech or no speech
Immediate or delayed repetition of the words of another person
instead of typical responsive language
Difficulty processing language (may not understand and/or may
take longer to respond)
Literal interpretation of language
Difficulty understanding nonverbal cues, including facial
expressions
Not responsive to verbal cues (acting as if deaf although hearing in
normal range)
Not showing or sharing something with another person (use of eye
gaze and gestures, particularly pointing, for social interaction)
Self-Regulation Issues
Preferred item or routine that provides comfort
Sensitive to even the tiniest stimuli from the environment
Difficulty regulating sensory-rich environments
Difficulty organizing information and routines
Raised levels of anxiety
Difficulty understanding and regulating emotions
Escalate into a meltdown if he/she cannot regulate emotions or
reaction to a situation
Sensory and Motor Skill Differences
Over- or under-sensitivity related to some sensory processing
systems (touch, balance, body awareness, sight, hearing, taste,
smell)
Impaired gross or fine-motor skills
Odd posture or gait
Noticeable physical over-activity or extreme under-activity
Limited food choices and/or textures
11
Frequently walks on tiptoes (toe-walking)

This was the first experience I’ve had like this
- working with kids on the spectrum. And to
get something really amazing out of it and
to feel like we’ve helped these kids express
themselves...I didn’t think I could do that
well, or at all. And to have the outcome that
we had with it, it feels amazing to me.
– Corey Montgomery, Music Producer
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Getting Along with Others: Social Interactions
Lack social interaction; may prefer to be alone
Difficulty interacting with others – possibly act as if they are not
there
Difficulty initiating interactions with others
Possibly little or no eye contact
Can act or speak in socially inappropriate manner (speaking too
loudly or too long)
Emotional responses that do not match situations (over- or underreaction)
Difficulty recognizing, interpreting, and empathizing with the
emotions of others
Talk about unusual subjects
Use phrases from a TV show or a scripted dialogue to converse or
answer questions
Appear oblivious to common sense routines or occurrences
May fail to realize that choices are available if not specifically stated
May be unaware of subtle customs within a given environment
(explicit instructions help)
Special or Unique Interests
Strongly preferred special interest which may not seem age or
socially appropriate
May converse only about a special interest
May converse with self or imaginary figures about an interest
Extreme difficulty transitioning from special interest to activity of
less interest
Special interest may serve as a strong reinforcer after completion
of a non-preferred task

The OCALI Autism Internet Modules
(www.autisminternetmodules.org) are a series of
free online learning modules that provide
comprehensive information on the characteristics
of ASD if you are interested in more information.
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Learning Challenges
Difficulty seeing the big picture – how things are connected without
specific instruction
Difficulty organizing information and routines
Difficulty with problem solving, and abstract thoughts or concepts
Difficulties retaining and following verbal instructions, especially
with multiple steps
May fail to directly answer questions
Unable to understand the inferred meaning of idioms, metaphors,
comparisons, sarcasm or jokes
May not understand if you tell Johnny to stop talking, you mean for
him/her to stop talking too
Literal thinker or interpreter of words
Difficulty recognizing and interpreting facial cues, body language,
voice inflection, gestures
Need cues for how and when to transition from one activity or
place to the next
Need explanation for transitions or changes in the schedule
Prefer visual directions or instructions instead of verbal ones
May find it easier to answer questions with choices versus openended questions
May need to be asked one question at a time, eliciting a concrete
answer
May vary in level across domains, excelling in one area and
showing deficits in another
Other Important and Unique Behaviors
Insistence on sameness; resistance to change
Tantrums/meltdowns
An inappropriate attachment to objects (e.g., spins or lines up
objects)
Stereotyped behaviors, including hand flapping, whole-body
rocking, clapping, etc.
Self-injurious behaviors
Showing no real fear of danger, including heat, heights, etc.
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Every day I wake up excited to be a part of a
team that can share arts experiences with
kids living with ASD as some even have special
creative talents that would go unrecognized
unless given these artistic opportunities.
– Angel Foss, Beck Center for the Arts
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What Are Special Education Processes and How
Might They Impact My Instruction?
Special Education Process and Rights Associated with that
Process
Chapter 5 of OCALI’s Ohio’s Parent’s Guide to Autism Spectrum
Disorders, has comprehensive information on the special education
eligibility process and the individualized education program (IEP):
(https://www.ocali.org/project/ohio_parent_guide_to_ASD). Although
this guide was written for parents, it provides many resources for
teachers. Chapter 4 focuses on interventions with a nice section on
communication and a table that provides brief descriptions of effective
teaching strategies for individuals with autism.
Individualized Education Program
Each individual with a disability, including autism, that qualifies for
special education services, will have an individualized education
program (IEP) that outlines specific services the individual will receive.
The IEP is a legally binding document. It is usually written for one
calendar year. It is important that you are aware of the requirements
within an IEP for the students you serve with ASD and any disability.
Your special education partners are responsible for sharing that
important information with you, but if they don’t – make sure you ask.
Many times specific accommodations or modifications are required to
be in place for each instructional environment.
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Accommodations refer to whatever it takes to make sure that a
person with a disability can participate as fully as possible in the
curriculum and achieve the desired outcomes. Accommodations are
changes in the way that material is presented (for example, an
individual may listen to
a reading passage on tape instead of reading it) or in the way a student
responds to the material (students may dictate their responses to
questions instead of writing them), as well as changes in setting, timing,
and scheduling. Accommodations involve many kinds of techniques,
strategies, and support systems. They help students work around
limitations related to their disability. An accommodation refers to “how”
the curriculum will be presented to the student with disabilities so that
he can understand it. Accommodations may include:
Visual schedules or organizers
Note taker/assistive technology
Sensory regulation items
Modifications are changes that can be made to “what” students are
expected to learn. For most students with disabilities, modifications
should be considered only after all types of accommodations have
been exhausted. Modifications involve partial completion of program
or course requirements. When determining a modification, the IEP
team should ask the following question: What part of the curriculum
does this child need to know that will help them in their adult life? The
purpose
of special education services is to prepare children with disabilities for
further education, employment, and independent living, that is, for life
as adults.
FAPE and LRE
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA 2004) guarantees
that students with disabilities are provided a free and appropriate
public education (FAPE) in the least restrictive environment (LRE).
Students identified as eligible for special education services are
guaranteed FAPE and LRE. Special education uses the term Least
Restrictive Environment (LRE) to encompass this process. OCALI (Ohio
Center for Autism and Low Incidence) has produced a short animated
video that discusses LRE.
(https://www.ocali.org/project/least_restrictive_environment_video).
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Assistive Technology (AT) is any item, piece of equipment, or
product system whether acquired commercially, off-the-shelf, modified
or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional
capabilities of individuals with disabilities. AT is a required
consideration for all students found eligible to receive special
education services.
Paraprofessionals
Many students with autism receive support from paraprofessionals or
instructional assistants. These adults are important assets to you in an
instructional setting. Paraprofessionals can prime the student for what
is coming next, help to analyze the requirements for completing a task,
and be your interpreter for any communication and social differences
the student may have, as they work with them most of the day. It is
essential to be proactive in your communication with your special
education teaching partner throughout the planning process. You
should also communicate with any art, music and dance teachers or
therapists at the school site. They will know the students and what
strategies are successful for adapting art activities in those classrooms.
Be certain to set aside time to observe the classroom before you start
teaching so the students can meet you, acclimate to your presence,
and understand you are part of their instructional team.

I had an ASD student in a residency focused on
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. He played
Thisby. With the support of the other Rude
Mechanicals he led the play within the play. It
was his second season. I could report to his
parents every day on his improved interaction
and self- investment.
- Candace Mazur Darman, Teaching Artist
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What Can I Do in a Learning Environment to
Address the Needs of Students with ASD?
There are many things you can do, and many books written on the
subject of appropriate interventions for students with ASD in a
learning environment. This sections provides an overview of the basics:
Setting the Stage for Learning
Simple Strategies
Evidence-Based Practices for Students with ASD

Setting the Stage for Learning
Environmental Supports
All educators strive to make their environments accessible for all
learners and to provide a place where all students can achieve
success. Adding structure to the environment can help prepare
students with ASD to be more engaged.
Suggestions include:
Make sure you understand the classroom schedules and policies.
Have a place for everything and everything in its place.
Use color and line to delineate spaces and their function.
Use labels with pictures and words for where things belong.
Post rules and model expectations – practice those expectations
too.
Provide visual supports like a schedule and tools to be used.
Provide examples of finished products.
Present information visually and outline or break down concrete
steps.
Allow for flexible work environments – some students need to
stand; others like to sit on chairs, therapy balls, or cushions.
Before drawing or writing, have the student do a few simple
exercises such as pushing hands together, and squeezing and
relaxing fists or even a game.
Have a variety of materials available for students with different
sensory complications.
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Peers can also be a very helpful environmental support. Peers can
provide great models for expectations and be bridges for the
individual with ASD. Peers can be an extra set of hands for you, and
can serve as wonderful and engaging supports for the individual with
ASD.
Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
The concept of Universal Design originated in the field of architecture,
with the goal of creating places and things that were accessible to as
many people as possible. For example, curb cuts were originally
designed to enable people with wheelchairs to move more smoothly
about their community. Yet, as we know, curb cuts not only
accomplished that, but also improved access for people with strollers,
bikes, and skateboards. Hence, the term “universal.”
In a sense, Universal Design for Learning is a curb cut for the
classroom. UDL is an approach to designing educational environments
and products so they can be used by the widest range of students
without adaptation. This flexible design of curriculum anticipates the
full range of diversity found in classrooms and puts supports in place
before they are needed. With flexible curriculum, students with diverse
learning styles can succeed.
The UDL framework encompasses three overarching principles that
aim to minimize barriers and maximize learning:
1. Multiple means of presentation to allow various ways of acquiring
information and knowledge,
2. Multiple means of expression to allow alternatives for
demonstrating knowledge, and
3. Multiple means of engagement to challenge appropriately, to
motivate, and to allow learners to express and participate in their
interests.
CAST is a non-profit education research and development organization
that works to expand learning opportunities for all individuals through
Universal Design for Learning. CAST provides many resources to assist
in the implementation of the UDL principles, including an interactive
checklist for assessing your implementation with specific examples.
Learn more at (https://www.cast.org).
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Simple Strategies
There are several best practices and easy actions you can take to
increase successful instruction and participation. One basic strategy is
to presume competence. Many of the individuals have the skills to do
what you are asking; they just need help with a different path to access
those skills. Your job becomes one of teacher and navigator. Here are
some simple strategies to remember.
Define Time for the Individual with ASD
Use a schedule
Break down tasks into steps
Allow ample time to complete organizational and related tasks,
such as taking out and putting away materials.
Implement UDL principles allowing different ways to “show what
they know”
Be flexible
Provide alternatives to written work
Change short-answer questions to true/false or multiple choice
Provide five-, four-, three-, two- and one-minute transition
reminders
Use priming for changes in routine
Allow “wait” time for thinking before they answer a question
Allow for an alternate activity if you can see the plan has become
overwhelming
Manage the Environment
Teach your routines. Routines are of no importance if you have not
taught them and allowed for practice with reinforcement for
successfully completing them. Examples of helpful routines include:
How to ask for help; When and what to throw away and where; How to
obtain supplies they forget to bring to class – How to get ready to
transition to the next activity; How to organize materials in their space
Be prepared with a “Plan B” in case what you have planned is not
working. Structure and predictability are friends to those with ASD.
Prepare the student for any changes by discussing them in
advance, creating a visual cue to help them through the change, or
21 creating a social narrative to support the change.

Incorporate student preferences or special interests. Allow for an
“emergency kit” of favorite items to increase comfort and decrease
stress.
Build in relaxation, a safe place if they need time away
Build in the opportunity for choice.

Priming is an intervention that helps prepare
children for an upcoming activity or event with
which they normally have difficulty.
Create a Balanced Agenda That Conserves Energy
Even preferred activities can be draining at times for students with
ASD. Crowded noisy environments along with an agenda of nonpreferred activities can be particularly difficult so balancing the agenda
can be helpful.
Alternate difficult and less difficult tasks
Interchange preferred and non-preferred activities
Provide down time in the schedule
Share Information Visually
Research shows that many individuals
with autism demonstrate strength in
visual learning. Visual supports show
auditory information as an organized
sequence of events. This enhances the
individual’s ability to understand,
anticipate, and participate in those
events.
Visual schedule
First/Then cards that structure
activities. First we will engage in a
non-preferred activity; then you will
get to do something preferred.
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Dance with Jane
Mondays &
Tuesdays 9:00 am –
9:45 am
1. Meet in class
2. Go to gym
3. Warm-Up activities
4. Discussion on
day’s topic
5. Dance
6. Break time allowed
7. Cool-Down
activities
8. Journal time
22

Simplify Language
Individuals with ASD can be very literal in their interpretation of
language. To improve comprehension and response:
Use the student’s name prior to giving a direction or asking a
question
Tap gently on the student’s desk prior to giving a direction
Provide the questions in advance
Combine verbal instructions with pictures, gestures,
demonstrations, and written instructions
Short and sweet directions
Visual cues paired with directions

From day one, Nathanael would take the
advice
I would give him and go in a somewhat
different direction.Where he goes and the way
he accomplishes each part of his visual journey
constantly leaves me amazed. Even when
Nathanael is not in the mood he pushes
through, with stunning results.
– Cody Miller, Teaching Artist
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Evidence-Based Practices for Students with ASD
Much is published about evidence-based practices (EBP) to use with
students with ASD. In 2014, the publication, Evidence-Based Practices
for Children, Youth, and Young Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder,
was released, providing comprehensive information on the research
regarding which practices do have an evidence-base. This document
can be accessed by visiting (https://autismpdc.fpg.unc.edu/evidencebased-practices).
The Texas Autism Resource Guide for Effective Teaching:
TARGET
This website is designed to provide educational professionals with
information on school-based interventions for students with autism
spectrum disorders. The following information is provided for each
intervention: (a) verbal skills required, age appropriate for, cognitive
level, and areas addressed; (b) brief introduction; (c) description;
(d) steps; (e) brief example; (f) tips for modifications; (g) summary; (h)
research table and synopsis of each study; (i) references; and (j)
resources and materials. (https://www.txautism.net/target).
Autism Internet Modules (AIM)
The Autism Internet Modules were developed to make comprehensive,
up-to-date, and usable information on autism accessible and
applicable to educators, other professionals, and families who support
individuals with autism spectrum disorders. Written by experts from
across the U.S., all online modules are free, and are designed to
promote understanding of, respect for, and equality of persons with
autism spectrum
disorders. It contains modules on many evidence-based practices plus
directions for Step-by-Step implementation of those practices.
(https://autisminternetmodules.org).
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Accessibility Symbols
These symbols are visual cues to advertise accessibility at cultural
institutions and other public spaces. An array of symbols is available
for different accommodations, a few are provided here. Any copy
accompanying the symbols should focus on the accommodation or
service, not on who uses it. For example, “Ramped Entrance” may
accompany the wheelchair symbol. This is important because, not only
do individuals in wheelchairs use ramps, but so do people with baby
carriages, luggage, packages, etc.

Sensory-Friendly
Used to promote a cultural event or
performance by indicating that the advertised
program will provide accessible
accommodations and appropriate
modifications for individuals with Sensory
Processing and Autism Spectrum Disorders
(ASD). These include a pre-show / pre-visit
guide to preparing audiences and visitors, an
accepting and inclusive environment,
adjustments to sound and lighting levels,
noise cancelling headsets, and a “quiet room”
where individuals can take a break if needed.
Other accommodations may include
specialists on hand to assist patrons and
remote viewing of the main stage
performance.
The Information Symbol
Knowing where to find what you need is
almost as valuable as finding it. The
information symbol indicates the location for
specific information or materials concerning
access, such as “LARGE PRINT” materials,
audio recordings of materials, sensoryfriendly information or sign interpreted tours.
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